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1: â€‹Great Garden Ideas for Backyard Entertainment
Two things to keep in mind when setting the backyard buffet table: nothing too heavy and nothing too fancy. Lightly
dressed salads and slaws complement an easy menu of burgers and sandwiches (see Backyard Barbecue, Sausage
Style). Here are a couple of serving tips: Use plastic squirt bottles for condiments.

Your pool is already the center of fun every summer, but how about expanding your backyard pool area by
building outdoor entertainment centersâ€”complete with a pergola, television, music player and speaker
system. What could possibly make relaxing by your pool on a warm summer day even better? How about
relaxing by your pool under your very own pergola while watching a ball game on a flat screen TV with
surround sound? Outdoor entertainment centers are also great to reduce stress. Studies show that sitting in a
garden and combining music with clean air and sunlight can help you unwind and relax after a long hard day.
Down to Earth Landscapes, Inc. We install the following outdoor entertainment center products: Electronics
for outdoor living spaces continues to open up new ways to bring luxury and convenience into your backyard
garden. For example; Audio and video content can be provided from electronic equipment inside your home
and accessed with an easy-to-use remote control. Televisions for Outdoor Use When choosing an TV for
outside use go with an LCD display rather than a plasma screen because it will handle glare
betterâ€”something that will obviously be an issue outside. There are televisions made specifically for outdoor
use but do not buy them if you think you will only be using it occasionally because they are very expensive.
Of course, you do have to be wary of the weather if you choose this route so make sure the TV is protected
from the elements. If you plan to watch TV outdoors on a regular basis a TV made specially for outdoor use is
a smart investment because it can handle the elements so much better. Speaker Systems for Outdoor Living
Spaces To provide a real home theater atmosphere many of our clients install surround sound speakers
throughout the pool area. Our outdoor audio products are made to blend into your environment because they
can easily be hidden by building them flush on the face of pillars or into your pergolaâ€”or using speakers that
look like rocks. We make sure of placing them in places that look natural. The boundary between your inside
and outside living space is becoming more blurred. It is now possible to think about the introduction of
technology into your garden. It presents new and exciting opportunities for your landscaping and outdoor
living experience. We enjoy creating fun outdoor entertainment centers. Down to Earth Landscapes Inc.
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2: Outdoor Entertaining Spaces - Landscaping Network
This backyard entertaining space is defined by the gravel floor, palm plants for the virtual walls. Kevin O'Gara, the editor
and founder of Thou Swell, remade his patio for our Patio Style Challenge series.

There are many materials which usually used for outdoor deck but here are the common four materials.
Redwood â€” there are numerous type of timbers such as Redwood and also Cedar are quite durable for
backyard. Despite the expensive price, Redwood is suitable for outdoor backyard due to the good finish and
durability. Pressure-Treated Limber â€” if you are still into wood finish look, the pressure-treated limber
should be in the list. It is the most preferred material for classic wood appearance. Despite the beautiful classic
look, pressure-treated limber requires intensive maintenance and prone to bending after extensive use.
Compound â€” composite product or plastic requires little maintenance once in a while. However, your choice
of compound material may be limited in terms of color options but there are still other alternatives materials.
Lightweight aluminium â€” this material is considered the sturdiest for backyard deck among the others.
Despite the performance, lightweight aluminium is the most expensive among other types of materials. Those
are some recommendation for the backyard materials. If you have one in mind, you may need to conduct
extensive research to decide which one works best to the backyard before actually choosing one. Focus On
Functional Areas When you start designing the backyard, including separating the areas for the deck, you will
need to carefully think on how you will use the area. This is especially important when you are going to divide
the use of deck in two or three different purpose. If you are going to separate the backyard into multiple
purpose, you can use some furnishing to help you visually divide the space into the desired purposes. You can
think of having a small barbecue table in the backyard or may be creating a small open kitchen for food
preparation station close to the grill for those barbecue nights. You may also need to consider more than one
seating for you to loosen up those muscles or you can also simply use one huge table as a statement as well as
the center place when you wish to have outside meal. Consider Circulation Of Activity After you are finished
with the outdoor deck ideas and design, the next thing to consider is the amount of the activity carried out in
the area. For most people, outdoor deck is the place where they can gather and bond with friends and families.
Whatever design that you choose, such as climbing up levels from lower ground, personal carrying trays from
the grill side, or children running around, it is crucial to develop the space with flow motion as consideration.
If you divide the backyard into some smaller place, you will need to make sure that there is a clear difference
of function between one areas and the other in the backyard. If you are not sure whether there is actually
enough left area, you can step back and see the backyard from distance. Through this way, you will
automatically see when there is more space. However, when you are not sure, always remember that leaving
one open space is always a better choice. Include Several Degrees If you are in doubt for not having enough
room to wander around, think about having a couple of deck levels for the outdoor deck ideas. Creating
integrated deck levels allows you to add more space for various purposes and also gives you more control of
the final look of the outdoor deck. When creating several decks with level, you may want to consider the
function of each space based on its own degree. In addition, you will also need to connect all level of decks
with similar deck design. Also important to note, that all level of decks should be connected with easily-access
and safe stairs. So, it will be easier to move from one level to another without the need to walk around.
Strategy Outdoor Deck Ideas Around Entertaining Most of the time, the deck will shine as the most cozy,
enjoyable, and entertaining space of the house. Whether you want to provide simple laid-back supper for the
family or hold a huge treat for close friend and colleagues, you will need to make sure that the outdoor deck
can accommodate and organize the event as the basic function. For better look, you can add the suitable
lightings and maybe couple of audio speakers. This will add more entertainment atmosphere to the outdoor
deck. If you function the deck for party venue, you will need to add open kitchen space and perhaps wet bar
for a wonderful outdoor deck ideas. This surely makes it easier for you to prepare the food while the party
happens outdoor. Outdoor Deck Ideas After bunch of things to consider, by now you surely have the general
idea for the outdoor deck. You will carefully think of the deck functionality as well as the feature to add more
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value of the outdoor deck. No worry if you are still not sure of the general vision of the outdoor deck, here are
some wonderful ideas for reference. Sofa And Ottoman Arrangement If the main function of the outdoor deck
is to gather with families and friends, you can choose the sofa and ottoman arrangement. You can choose the
sofa and ottoman with matching color to the deck and the arrangement should be in circle. So, the arrangement
of the sofa will support the discussion and add more togetherness. Stunning Wood Deck Wood deck is always
in trend. The classic look of furnished wood adds elegant value to the house. This type of wood deck also
automatically makes statement without the need to add intricate detail. You can choose the type of sturdy
wood timber such as Redwood, teak, or cedar for a long lasting deck. Despite the beautiful classic look, wood
deck in actual life requires extensive maintenance depends on the type of the wood being used. If you choose
this type of deck, make sure to consider the maintenance requirements as well. Statement Gas Fireplace
Another classic deck look is statement fireplace. Instead of using the old style fireplace, you can use gas
fireplace with cozy sofa around it. The gas fireplace comes in various sizes and shapes but choose one that suit
more with the general shape and size of the backyard. It should not be too big as it will reduce the motion
space but too small fireplace will have less function as it is supposed to be. Thus, choosing the right size with
the right choice of sofa is crucial for the statement gas fireplace outdoor deck ideas. Ultra-Modern Oval Deck
Oval deck is lit. It gives ultra-modern look for the house with futuristic touch. The main important point of the
oval deck is that material choice. For futuristic and sleek looking deck, you can choose lightweight aluminum,
but if you want elegant and sophisticated look, the timber wood material is always great. Innovative and brand
new design for backyard gives nothing than wonderful outdoor deck. Sleek Outdoor Cooking Area If you
frequently have barbecue or outdoor meal, it is always a great idea to turn the backyard into outdoor cooking
area. You can have a small outdoor kitchen with versatile grill and a center table for the design. The open
kitchen design also serves as food preparation station, so, you will not have to go back and forth from the
kitchen to the backyard. You can prepare the barbecue or even a party in the open kitchen style deck. Plus, you
can choose aluminum material for the sleek and clean look. Multi-Level Deck Space Multi-level deck space
gives the wide space illusion. This design is also a great option if you want to provide clear separation of
functions for example lounge space in the upper level and fireplace space in the lower level and small pool in
the ground level. A compact size of deck can look wider with this design idea. Two-Tier Wooden Deck Still in
the levelling design, the two-tier wooden deck gives great architectural look. The functions of each of the deck
level are clear. You can use the first level for lounge space while another level simply for open space.
Centered Table And Seating If you want something simple but wonderful, the centered table and seating
design can be a great idea. You can choose a statement table which size and shape depends on the backyard
and some chairs to surround the table. You can use the table for simple supper, gathering, and many more.
Integrated Bench Seats Many people may think that smaller backyard is much more difficult to design. But,
the integrated bench seats with built-in seats can be a great option. This design allows you to have smaller
seats as well as helps save much space for other furniture. Tiny Seats Area For smaller space which is quite
impossible to add many features, you can turn the space into tiny seats area. You can place couple of seats
with small table on the backyard. This may not be as versatile as bigger deck, but you can always have an
afternoon tea in that seat. Outdoor Fireplace Outdoor fireplace gathers family and friend in those cold nights.
You can create a warmer backyard by adding the fireplace as the center next to the various type of seating.
Comfortable Yard Seating If you want something out of the box for outdoor design, you can always come up
with decoration and edgy furnishings. Depends on the theme, you can add decoration to improve the backyard
value. Flowing Furnishings Format Besides the design, another most important feature of outdoor backyard is
the furniture. A good choice of furniture will make statement along with the best view of the backyard. You
can choose flowing furniture style, classic style, comfortable style, and many more. Modern Open Design
Modern look is a good choice for sleek and tidy look. The open space concept also gives wide illusion of the
deck. You can complete the design with a good choice of furniture which suits the modern concept. Wooden
Outing Bench Wooden outdoor deck concept is not over yet. Some people use the wooden concept to create a
countryside touch. The wooden outing bench with small open kitchen gives the picnic vibes. The wooden
bench style is perfect for late Sunday brunch. Outdoor Swimming Pool Deck Outdoor deck and swimming
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pool is a perfect pair. The calming water in the swimming pool and cozy seating in the edge gives
sophisticated look. The seating in the side of the swimming pool allows you to lie down and have a sip of soda
after swimming session or you can even held a swimming pool party in the area. There are plenty of outdoor
deck ideas to choose. Most importantly, make sure to match the design with the backyard size, shape, and its
general condition. The best design that works best for your backyard will not only gives you an ultimate
entertainment space but also functions properly.
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3: 12 Ideas for Your Best Backyard Entertaining - www.enganchecubano.com
Use your outdoor space to create the perfect gathering place for entertaining family and friends. Browse through the
photo gallery on www.enganchecubano.com

Think how perfect beanbags and comfy, oversized cushions can be for an afternoon of lounging. Have some
shade A place that shelters one from the sun is quite welcome when it comes to backyard entertainment. Think
of tried-and-tested options like shade sails, overhangs, pergolas, etc. For something less permanent, an
oversized beach umbrella or beautiful parasol can be ideal. Dining areas Make the most of those sunny days
by dining outdoors. Even an old, tired-looking one can be dressed up with linen, candles and fresh blooms.
Get the lighting right Who says your backyard entertainment must end once the sun sets? Just make sure
whatever lights you decide on are designed for outdoor use, even if your garden area is semi-covered. Bi-fold
doors, as they perfectly unify your garden with an indoor entertaining area and encourage guests to wander
outside. Heating things up For warm-weather socialising, quick and easy food is best, such as grilled meats
and fresh salads. Therefore, we always welcome the addition of a barbecue to enhance backyard
entertainment. There is a reason why the French and Italians use gravel so extensively: Thus, instead of paying
lots for a wooden deck we know they are beautiful, but they can also be costly , lay down some simple gravel.
For extra outdoor style, add an edging material like steel edging, bender board and mortared stone around your
gravel area to keep the surrounding grass from growing in. Add comfort with textiles Whatever style you
choose for your outdoors, soft furnishings are always welcome. Think pillows, throws, blankets, tablecloths
and outdoor rugs in big patterns and bright colours. Surrounding your garden with a wall of plants creates a
feeling of cosiness and privacy. An especially great option is bamboo â€” this versatile and fast-growing plant
can be ideal for creating a green screen, regardless of how large or tiny your outdoor space is. Courtyards are
perfect for small and large yards alike. When it comes to smaller yards, a courtyard can be your main focal
point; with larges spaces, a courtyard can serve as a secret little getaway spot. By nature, courtyards have
higher walls, creating a sense of enclosure and privacy for more intimate gathering. But whether those walls
be stucco, brick or wood, ensure your chosen material complements the style of your house. No need to cancel
that garden party just because your grass looks a bit iffy. This is how you bring your garden back to life.
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4: Backyard Entertaining - 5 Steps to Patio Perfect! - Lindsay Hill Interiors
Take the party outside with these ideas for entertaining and cooking on your porch, patio, or deck.

Tufted seat cushions When I started dreaming up my patio makeover, I wanted to create a new outdoor room
in a space that was a rather bleak concrete pad. I imagined defining the floor with gravel and the walls with
palms to make an inviting space that felt intimate, but accommodating and inviting. Using these elements and
our new Beverly sectional , the patio transformed into an outdoor living room with lush plant life and a splash
of color. I love our new sectional because it has a durable wicker weave and simple, contemporary lines that
give it a timeless shape. The Beverly Collection offers 16 options for fabric colors. I knew I wanted to add a
subtle pop of color to the patio, so I chose a classic spa blue called Spectrum Mist. It looks beautiful with
green plants and the dark brown wicker of the sectional. The black lattice throw pillows pair well with the
lighter blue pillows to add some contrast. Our patio also opens up to the back room of the house with two
garage doors, so I brought out the shades of blue in the back room to the cushions. The accent tables provide
the perfect place for appetizers, and even provide some storage with a shelf underneath. Our versatile pouf
also provides a place for a tray to create another side table, or it turns into extra seating or even a footrest. Its
woven texture and resistance to mildew makes it perfect for the patio! I placed the grill at one end,
conveniently located next to the dining table. Our shiny new Dyna-Glo grill is large enough to cook for groups
and it has a side burner that can be used like a cooktop eye for making sides or even frying chicken without
leaving a smell in the house! First, I gave our existing patio furniture a touch up. I used Rust-Oleum matte
black spray paint to give our worn-out metal dining set a facelift, and then used the same spray paint to cover
an old kitchen cart. The kitchen cart became a potting table or entertaining hub, perfect for serving drinks on
or potting some new plants. Enjoying dinner al fresco is one of my favorite parts of outdoor living. As the sun
goes down, flickering candlelight creates a beautiful ambiance from the lanterns, string lights, and tea lights
on the table. I also chose tufted seat cushions with the same color fabric as the sectional cushions to carry the
spa blue palette to the dining area. Ready to tackle your own patio makeover? After voraciously pinning
interiors throughout his early teens, Kevin decided to write and produce his own content. In just a few years
Thou Swell has become a destination for interior lovers and entertaining enthusiasts. Browse our customizable
patio collections , each with 16 fabric color choices and plenty of coordinating outdoor accessories. Follow
our Patio Style Challenge board on Pinterest for more great outdoor decorating ideas from some of the most
talented bloggers on the internet.
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5: Shopping Tourism: Shop Internationally at Sears
It's outdoor entertaining, HGTV style! Entertaining al fresco just got easier with our expert tips for decorating outdoor
spaces, and summer party planning is simple with these fun warm weather ideas for guests.

And you have friends! At-home entertaining can seem a bit daunting, but with just a few simple additions to
your outdoor space, you can create a cozy, relaxing environment for party-goers to enjoy. A crackling fire
warms up your backyard aesthetically, but also literally , and there are plenty of options for fire pits. A
traditional wood-burning fire pit surrounded by chairs is a backyard classic, but you could also skip the smoke
with a gas pit. Grab a fun color or print and throw it under the dining table, or create a faux-living room setting
by placing it with chairs and poufs. String together mood lighting String lights can transform a backyard and
create cozy spaces on patios and under trees. Skip the Christmas lights and use bigger-bulbs for a more
sophisticated, warm look. Free House Interior Design Ideas Seat everyone together For dinner parties, we love
the aesthetic and convenience of seating everyone at a long table. The meal and conversation are easily shared
in this family-style setting. Need to string together a few tables? Grab a tablecloth or two no plastic, please
and your guests will be none-the-wiser as they gather around your new table. Grab seating from indoors that
can do double duty â€” piano benches, poufs, dining room chairs make great additions to the classic lawn and
camping chairs. A collection of chairs creates an eclectic look and gives guests an easier way to pick where to
sit down. Haute Off The Rack Tune in Music relieves you of awkward silence, and dulls out any crying babies
or barking dogs next door. Set a playlist at the beginning of the party and then forget about it. Go for
crowd-pleaser classics: Twenty20 Up your game s Games give guests something to do and will easily start the
conversation and competition between new acquaintances. Super low on space? Fearful of a stray bocce ball
finding your kitchen window? Break out the board games! Easy card games and classic board games are a
great thing to have laying out on the table before or after the meal. Diana Elizabeth Blog Bundle up with
blankets Cold guests go home. Having a few wool blankets on hand is the perfect way to keep guests going as
the temperature tapers off. Throw them in a basket, stack them on a chair or hang them from hooks up against
your fence and get ready for your party to continue past the setting sun. No one wants to have to ask the host
where to get a water. Weddings do this best of all when it comes to creative storage ideas, so take a look at
Pinterest for inspiration like bathtubs, wheelbarrows and more. Design Within Reach Prepare food ahead of
time You want to enjoy your guests once they arrive instead of scrambling in the kitchen to finish the food.
Choose a menu that can be mostly prepared ahead of time and have simple snacks on hand while you finish up
cooking. Food52 Hang a banner Not sure how much decorating to do? Skip the streamers and balloons and
adorn your backyard with a simple banner that is sure to have everyone oohing and ahhing.
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6: Backyard Entertainment Center Installation in Santa Barbara
Store backyard entertaining essentials in a handy spot Nothing ruins the fun of a party quicker than feeling stressed and
frazzled, am I right? To make it easier on myself when I'm hosting an outdoor party or dinner, I try to keep my patio
hutch stocked with the essentials that we use every time we entertain outside - paper goods, plates, serving utensils,
etc.

Stones in this dry landscape are positioned to double as seats, and the steps too offer overflow seating for large
gatherings. Small spaces can become delightful fantasy themed settings for a magical night in Morocco
without leaving your backyard. This dining area is close enough to the pool to be part of the same space but
divided by planting and a fountain. This intimate space is made even more private by the lattice fence and
dense background planting. Larger spaces benefit from smaller informal conversation areas with comfortable
furniture. Though this large fountain is visually appealing, it can drown out voices in the outdoor living spaces
immediately adjacent. A spa doubles as the balance for this modern theme stone sculpture. An in ground spa
doubles as a water feature when made more attractive by creative tile and other aesthetic features. Providing
seasonal shade ensures that guests have plenty of room to gather in the exposure of choice. Entertaining is a
very personal thing. Each individual, couple or family is unique in how they view gatherings with friends, and
what they do during such get-togethers is equally diverse. This is why a designer must view your project as a
one of a kind endeavor, because its ultimate form is derived from your idea of entertaining, the available space
on site and the budget to put it all together. However, there are some standard tips that you should be aware of
that will ensure your ultimate design fits your life and your lifestyle. Sit down dining for 4 Plan for more If
you choose a four sided table for dining, you are pretty much limited to that number of diners. But if the table
is round, you can fit a fifth person or even squeeze in a sixth without appearing forced or feeling cramped. Sit
down dining for 10 Open space between parties Sitting ten people for an outdoor meal takes a lot of space.
Can that area be designated for another use when guests are not present? To liberate this space plan for an
expandable table. You can add leaves to seat ten, then shorten the table afterwards to create a more spacious
view of the overall landscape. Cocktail parties Open for mingling Whether you invite friends or business
associates, cocktails are always a highly social event. If this is a frequent entertaining option for you, the
design should be open enough so the guests can wander freely without having to negotiate too many furniture
obstacles. Night Parties About the light When you live for languid evenings with friends, the single most
important thing is lighting. Lighting every step and grade change not only givesa festive ambiance, it ensures
that there will be no accidents, particularly with stiletto heels. Day Parties Cool and warm Parties during the
day can be an active family gathering, but for most adults this is brunch, luncheon or just an impromptu get
together. While you are quite familiar with outdoor conditions on your patio, your guests may not be.
Conversation Audio sensitivity No one wants to talk over a loud water feature. For those with mild hearing
difficulties, particularly the over 50 crowd, widely spaced seating could make intimate conversation
impossible. Arrange your seating so it is easy to hear everyone without voice fatigue. It is far better to err on
the side of seating being too closely spaced than to risk a more wide open situation where some guests may
have difficulty. This is where small gatherings of two or more people can occur with a feeling that they are
protected from others overhearing their conversations. Intimate parties Transcend reality Strive for ambiance
that can transform an ordinary evening into an outdoor dream. Small spaces allow you to create a really strong
style that belies the reality of an ordinary neighborhood. Get this right and your space coupled with music and
great food can become the equivalent of an exotic evening in Morocco or Tuscany. Large parties Keep it
simple Any time you entertain on a large scale, avoid getting overly fussy about details. Spaces for these kinds
of gatherings should be clean and open and quite simple in their layouts. It also saves time and money on
detailed ideas that will go largely unnoticed. Attention to the basics like enough seating for everyone, a clear
access to food and drink make it intuitive to enjoy an evening. Seasons Necessary coverage In climates where
summer rainfall is common, design an outdoor entertaining space with a portion that is fully covered. Buffet
dining Credenza a must A buffet frees up the hostess for activities other than serving each and every place
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setting. Design a credenza flush against a wall to make a buffet easy to do. This table can otherwise be used
for collections of plants or outdoor art that makes it attractive all the time. If you decide on an impromptu
gathering whether for coffee or cocktails, you have a convenient out of the way place to arrange your favorite
foods and snacks without having to bring in a table or move another one around to fit. Bar Party central The
bar can be ground zero for outdoor entertaining. This is not just a place to store bottles and mixers, but it
becomes a social locale if the host is on one side making drinks and guests are on the other side of the bar
milling around. Designing a place for the bar ensures this does not impinge on the outdoor kitchen which can
become overly crowded during mealtimes. There is the option to use a portable bar unit that you can bring out
for a large party, then put it away again so you need not see it all the time. Wine tasting Accommodating the
aficionado For those who love fine wines, nothing is more important than to accommodate them into the plan
for an outdoor entertaining space. A bar for wine tasting may be more expansive than a bar since the users will
sit while they sample wines. Amenities include a chiller for wine bottles, racks and wine glass storage make it
easy for impromptu enjoyment alfresco. Key is to make the wall cap wide enough and smooth to fit a tray or
platter without it overhanging the edge. TV Sports outdoors Outdoor flat screen TVs eliminates the old
problem of all the men inside watching the game while wives and kids are out by the pool. Entertainment
spaces that are too far from poolside tend to split the party into two separate camps. But when the living
spaces are designed with clear links to the pool, there is just one large area with varying uses. And when
swimmers are present, this creates a more festive resort-like environment for cocktails and dining day and
night. Spa Double duty The role of a spa in intimate parties cannot be overstated, but when it is a beautiful
in-ground part of the landscape, you can make this double as a water feature. Interesting tile, programmable
LED lighting and telescoping fountain heads turn this remedy for aching bones into a high profile water
feature. Do not overlook the ability to make this spa serve double duty as a visual amenity and as therapy. Self
contained kitchen Center of the universe Just as the kitchen is the center of the home, your outdoor kitchen
always becomes the center of outdoor entertainment spaces. This keeps the hostess there with her guests rather
than in the kitchen. Failure to understand this results in the outdoor kitchen separated from living spaces,
which can potentially recreate the same separation you are trying to solve. It can be positioned in one location
for an intimate gathering and in another place further out for a large party. You can even move it close to the
house for a quick and easy grilled meal in winter weather. Outdoor living spaces with seatwalls are more
versatile than those that rely strictly on freestanding furniture. They allow you to enjoy the space in every
season, and in the summer the ability to apply colorful cushions to the seatwalls adds a festive flair.
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7: Easy DIY Projects For Your Back Yard This Summer
This restful spot outside a Los Angeles home looks even more inviting thanks to a seat cushion in Great Outdoors' Fresh
Canvas and vintage pillows. All that's missing is a good book. Designer.

Set up a lounge movie theater in the back yard using floor cushions. Plant giant allium flowers to make your
back yard look like something out of Dr. Build a simple treehouse for kids or adults. Add a beer cooler to a
patio table. Convert an old bunk bed into a stargazing lounge. Make a giant Scrabble set. Build a fire pit in the
back yard. Relax in a giant hammock swing you can make. Make wine bottle tiki torches for a night party.
Make a beach in the back yard. Create a sofa on the lawn maybe not for the faint of heart. Go camping in the
back yard using some tents and pillows. Or just add pillows to a tent to make a cozy reading nook. Use a
trampoline instead of a diving board in a pool. Build some small teepees for backyard fun for the kids. Build
simple, rustic coffee tables out of whiskey barrels. Upcycle used tires to make a playground. Get some
neighborly help and build a simple gazebo for everyone to enjoy. Help your indoor kitty get some sun by
building a walkway. Make a simple shower in the back yard using a hose. To make a simple canopy, just put a
sheet over a line strung between trees. Having your own pizza oven in the back yard would be heaven. Build a
simple bar for entertaining. Hack and IKEA table to make an outdoor stove. Build this lounge area on your
porch so you can really enjoy it. Build a game of Twister on the lawn. Use salad bowls to make a DIY set of
speakers. Build an extra seating area by using cheap pallets. Give kids a place to play by setting up a chalk
board outside. Repurpose old windows to build a mini-greenhouse. Build little hideouts by just using hula
hoops and shower curtains.
8: Food Network UK | TV Channel | Easy Recipes, TV Shows and Videos | Food Network UK
CTSC 95 Foot Zip Line Kit for Kids and Adult(Less Then lb) with Brake and Seat, Zipline Trolley for Backyard
Entertainment Equipment, A Surprise Gift for Children (Yellow).

9: A Backyard Entertaining Space in Blue
Backyard entertaining spaces don't have to be large to be great. This small corner of lawnâ€”with a table for two,
charming brick wall and unique wood shelving pieceâ€”is perfect for an alfresco meal with a friend. Plus: These are the
must-have items for a picture-perfect backyard.
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